SCIENCE TEACHING AND LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Science Teaching Scholarships*

SCHOLARSHIPS
We want YOU to become an effective science teacher!

Becoming a Noyce Scholar could change your life!
As a Scholar, you will be provided with
• Opportunities in SDSU’s credential program to become part of a learning community of faculty & students
• Experiences to emerge as an effective science teacher
• Support to attend and present at local conferences
• $10,000 scholarship (*see details at NOYCE.SDSU.EDU)
• Up to $500 in SDSU credential application fees for all Noyce Scholarship applicants

Download an application at NOYCE.SDSU.EDU

Review of applications will begin on Feb 15 and continue until filled
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number 1439862. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.

TE 362, FIELD EXPERIENCE IN SCIENCE TEACHING
Explore your fitness for teaching!

This 3-unit course provides you the opportunity to explore a career in science teaching by visiting classrooms of exemplary science teachers. No commitment to becoming a teacher required.

Chemistry and Physics Majors:
Enroll in TE 362 and Earn elective units in your major! Bio majors, check with your advisor.

Science teachers…
*share their passion for science with others
*positively influence students’ lives
*are in very high demand
*earn $50,000 to start + great benefits

Enroll in Spring 2018
TE 362, CHOOSE Section 3, Sched Number 31109
3 units, Thursdays, 5:00 pm – 7:40 pm (and visits to grades 7-12 classrooms),
Location: North Ed 85 Instructor: Jeremiah Potter, award-winning science teacher
VISIT NOYCE.SDSU.EDU FOR MORE INFORMATION

PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES!
Fall/Spring Tutoring in Grades 6-12 Science Classrooms
Summer Aztec Science Camp Intern

Do you love sharing your passion for science with others?
Do you want to positively influence young students’ lives?

Apply for a science tutoring position in grades 6-12 classrooms today!
For details/To apply, contact Alison 619.594.5706, sdsu.msti@mail.sdsu.edu
For summer camp internships, visit NOYCE.SDSU.EDU